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We show that flag manifold σ-models (including CPn´1, Grassmannian models
as special cases) and their deformed versions may be cast in the form of gauged
bosonic Thirring/Gross-Neveu-type systems. Quantum mechanically the gauging
is violated by chiral anomalies, which may be cancelled by adding fermions. We
conjecture that such models are integrable and check on some examples that the
trigonometrically deformed geometries satisfy the generalized Ricci flow equations.
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1. Introduction and main results
1.1. Previous work. The present paper is part of a series, where we study two-
dimensional σ-models with complex homogeneous target spaces and their deformations.
These models are classically integrable [1, 2, 3, 4], at least in the sense that their
e.o.m. admit a zero-curvature representation. This is a generalization and extension of
the results about σ-models with symmetric target spaces (Grassmannians Gpm,nq for
symmetry group SUpnq) that have been studied in the past, cf. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13]. Complex homogeneous spaces are torus bundles over flag manifolds [14], and
in the present paper we will for simplicity restrict to flag manifolds themselves.
It turns out that not only the homogeneous models are integrable, but also their defor-
mations of a special kind. In the language of integrable systems, homogeneous models
correspond to the ‘rational’ case, and the deformations correspond to the trigonomet-
ric and elliptic cases. At the level of the σ-model action these deformations are rather
involved, and the history of constructing deformed actions is rather long. Even the
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literature dedicated to the deformed principal chiral model is vast, so we mention an
indicative list of papers [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. The method was subsequently
generalized to the case of symmetric target spaces in [22].
1.2. Hermitian deformations. An important advance has been achieved recently
in the work [4] (building on earlier work [23, 24]), where a general approach to deforma-
tions of σ-models has been developed. Within this approach one manifestly introduces
a classical r-matrix of the corresponding type (rational/trigonometric/elliptic) in the
action of the model. Apart from this conceptual advantage, the method applies to a
wider class of models, in particular to the models with complex homogeneous target
spaces proposed in [1, 2, 3]. These target spaces are not symmetric in general, but
their deformations can now also be constructed. In the present paper our main goal
is to study deformations of flag manifold σ-models in the so-called βγ-formulation,
which will be reviewed in sec. 2 below. The salient feature of this deformation is that
it explicitly preserves the Hermiticity of the metric. This is in fact different from the
deformations of symmetric spaces constructed in [22], i.e. deformations based on the
Z2-grading of the Lie algebra of the symmetry group. In that case, as was shown on the
example of the CPn´1-model in [25], the target space is generalized Ka¨hler (see also [26]
for an explanation of the different types of deformations and [27, 28] for a study of a
Toda-like field theory, ‘dual’ to the deformed σ-model). Even if the undeformed geom-
etry is Ka¨hler (as in the case of Grassmannians Gpm,nq), the Hermitian deformation
that we consider in the present paper does not preserve the Ka¨hler property. In fact
for general flag manifolds even the homogeneous metric is not Ka¨hler.
1.3. The Ricci flow conjecture. In the special case of CP1 the deformation is
essentially unique – this is the so-called ‘sausage’ deformation constructed long ago
in [29]1. Already back then it was observed that the deformed metric is an explicit
solution to the Ricci flow equation (see [31, 32, 33] for a mathematical introduction to
Ricci flow and a discussion of the history of the subject), which arises in this context as
an equation of renormalization group flow driven by the β-function of the theory. More
precisely, if appropriate coordinates are used, the only parameter that flows with ‘RG-
time’ τ is the deformation parameter itself. Moreover, this flow is extremely simple: if
1In a recent paper [26] we presented a derivation of the sausage model from the perspective of
Pohlmeyer reduction [30].
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one denotes the trigonometric (multiplicative) deformation parameter s, then s “ e2τ .
We will call this flow linear, since logpsq „ τ . It is reasonable to ask, whether this is a
common feature of trigonometric integrable models. Up to our knowledge, in all known
cases indeed the deformed geometry is stable under the flow, but the dependence of
the deformation on τ might be rather complicated (as discussed in sec. 3.4.1 below, it
is already non-linear in the case of Fateev’s flow [16, 34] that describes a deformation
of S3; see also [20] for more general solutions in the case of S3). One of the conjectures
in [4] is that for Hermitian deformations the flow is again linear2. Whether this is true is
one of the key questions that we seek an answer to in the present paper. Our conclusion
is that the conjecture does hold, however the Ricci flow equation has to be seen in an
extended framework, when one includes the B-field, dilaton Φ and a compensating
connection that we call E. These ingredients acquire a transparent meaning from the
standpoint of βγ-systems.
1.4. Affine and projective βγ-systems. βγ-systems (see [35, 36] for an introduc-
tion) are interesting theories in their own right, but for the purposes of the present
paper they will mostly serve as a way of writing σ-model Lagrangians in a first-order
formalism of sorts. The most basic model is the one with target space Cn and a partic-
ular metric, which in the undeformed case is really the standard metric on Rˆ S2n´1.
We refer to this model (or similar models with target space Cn b Cm) as the affine
model. In section 3 we show that this model is a deformed extension of a Thirring-type
model in bosonic incarnation, and compute its one-loop β-function. We then demon-
strate that the Ricci flow equation has the linear solution logpsq “ nτ , once one passes
to certain natural coordinates. Projective models may be obtained from affine ones
by gauging part of the global symmetry. Such are the CPn´1 σ-model, Grassmannian
and flag manifold models. It turns out that the symmetry that one needs to gauge is
a chiral symmetry. As a result, the procedure is generally invalidated due to anoma-
lies. Fortunately, these anomalies can be cancelled by coupling the theory minimally to
fermions (more complicated couplings with interacting fermions could also be possible).
A striking property of this coupling is that, at the same time, it cancels the anomalies
in Lu¨scher’s nonlocal charge [37] (which arise in the CPn´1 [38] or Grassmannian [39]
models) and renders these theories integrable at the quantum level (those results are
2In [26] we found that the flow is also linear in the case of generalized Ka¨hler deformation of CPn´1
– this is the deformation that arises from the construction of [22].
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also collected in the book [40]). We conjecture that this is a general property, and
that the theories so obtained – σ-models in the βγ formulation (Thirring-like models)
coupled minimally to fermions – are integrable at the quantum level. Evidence in favor
of this conjecture is presented in section 4.2.1.
Notation. Throughout the paper we will assume that the worldsheet is the complex
plane C, with coordinates z, z. Derivatives with respect to these coordinates will be
denoted B :“ Bz and B :“ Bz. Similar notation is adopted for covariant derivatives,
whose meaning is explained later on, i.e. D,D,D ,D . For any matrix Y the bar
Y :“ Y : will mean Hermitian conjugation.
2. The classical r-matrix and coupled βγ-systems
We start by introducing the models of study – the coupled βγ-systems – and explaining
their classical integrability properties. This requires the notion of a classical r-matrix.
2.1. The classical r-matrix. In its conventional form, the classical Yang-Baxter
equation (CYBE) involves the classical r-matrix rpuq P gb g, where g is a semi-simple
or, more generally, reductive Lie algebra. u is a parameter taking values in a complex
abelian group. The equation itself takes values in gb gb g and has the following form:
rr12puq, r13pu ¨ vqs ` rr12puq, r23pvqs ` rr13pu ¨ vq, r23pvqs “ 0 . (2.1)
Since we mostly have the trigonometric case in mind, we write the equation in multi-
plicative form, that is to say u, v P Cˆ. The notation r12puq means r12puq “ rpuq b 1,
and analogously for other pairs of indices. Solutions to the above equation have been
extensively studied in the classical paper [41].
For the purposes of the present paper it is more convenient to think of the r-matrix
as a map rpuq : g Ñ g, or equivalently rpuq P Endpgq » g b g˚. In this case we will
write rupaq P g for the r-matrix acting on a Lie algebra element a P g. One also often
assumes the so-called ‘unitarity’ property of the r-matrix:
TrprupAqBq “ ´TrpAru´1pBqq . (2.2)
As we will see shortly, for our purposes it will be useful to weaken this condition slightly.
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In the new notations the CYBE looks as follows:
rrupaq, ruvpbqs ` ruprrvpbq, asq ` ruvprb, rv´1paqsq “ 0 . (2.3)
The solution of interest has the form (for now we assume g » sun)
ru “ αu π` ` βu π´ ` γu π0 , (2.4)
αu “ u
1´ u, βu “
1
1´ u, γu “
1
2
1` u
1´ u , (2.5)
where π˘ are projections on the upper/lower-triangular matrices, and π0 is the projec-
tion on the diagonal. The rational limit is achieved by setting u “ e´ǫ and taking the
limit ǫÑ 0, in which case ru Ñ 1ǫ Id.
2.1.1. The constant R-matrix. The ansatz
ru “ 1
2
1` u
1´ u Id`
i
2
R (2.6)
transforms the CYBE to an equation on R, which does not depend on the spectral
parameter:
rRpaq,Rpbqs ` RprRpbq, as ` rb,Rpaqsq ´ ra, bs “ 0 . (2.7)
It is known in the literature as the ‘classical modified Yang-Baxter equation’. The
solution (2.4) corresponds to3 R “ i pπ` ´ π´q.
2.2. Classically integrable models of coupled βγ-systems. The paper [4] in-
troduced a method for constructing classically integrable models, including deforma-
tions of σ-models on homogeneous spaces, using classical r-matrices. The homoge-
neous models correspond to the rational case, and below we will mostly be interested
in trigonometric deformations. In [43] we proposed gauged linear σ-model (GLSM)
formulations for these systems. Introducing three matrices U P HompCm,Cnq, V P
HompCn,Cmq,Φ P EndpCnq (we will always assume m ď n), we write down the La-
3Another option is taking an R-matrix induced by a complex structure on the Lie group G with
Lie algebra g [42]. In this case (2.7) is the condition of vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor.
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grangian4:
L “ Tr `V DU˘ ´ Tr `V DU˘: ` Tr `r´1s pΦqΦ˘ , (2.8)
where rs is the classical r-matrix, depending on the deformation parameter s, that
we encountered in section 2.1. The covariant derivative is DU “ BU ` iΦU ` i UA,
where A is a gauge field, whose structure depends on the actual target space under
consideration, and Φ,Φ are auxiliary fields5. One can eliminate these fields, since they
enter the Lagrangian quadratically. As a result, one arrives at the following:
L “ Tr `V DU˘ ´ Tr `V DU˘: ` Tr `rspUV qpUV q:˘ , (2.9)
where DU “ BU ` i UA. This Lagrangian is the main object of study in the present
paper.
2.2.1. The zero curvature representation. The main property of the system (2.8)-
(2.9) is that its e.o.m. admit a zero-curvature representation. To write it down, we
observe that in the undeformed case, when rs is proportional to the identity operator,
the above Lagrangians have an SUpnq global symmetry and a corresponding Noether
current one-form J “ J dz ` J dz “ UV dz ` V U dz . Using this one-form, we define a
family of connections, following [4]:
A “ rκ1pJq dz ´ rκ2pJq dz . (2.10)
Here κ1, κ2 are complex parameters that will be related below. We wish to prove that
the connection A is flat:
dA `A ^A “ ´dz ^ dz `rκ2pBJq ` rκ1pBJq ` rrκ1pJq, rκ2pJqs˘ ?“ 0 . (2.11)
To this end, we will use the equations of motion of the model (2.9). To write them out,
we define the ‘conjugate’ operator rˆ by the relation TrprspAqBq “ ´TrpA rˆs´1pBqq.
4The Boltzmann weight in the path integral is e´
1
~
ş
d2z L, so that the kinetic term in L is imaginary,
and the potential term is real and positive (for ~ ą 0), as it should be in the case of first order actions
in Euclidean space, cf. [44].
5From the perspective of [4], Φ,Φ are the components of the four-dimensional Chern-Simons gauge
field along the worldsheet.
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When the unitarity relation (2.2) holds, rˆ “ r. The e.o.m. take the form
V : DU ´ rˆs´1pV UqU “ 0 (2.12)
V : DU ´ U rspUV q “ 0 (2.13)
U : DV ` V rˆs´1pV Uq “ 0 (2.14)
U : DV ` rspUV q V “ 0 . (2.15)
This implies the following concise equations for the ‘Noether current’ J :
BJ “ rrˆs´1pJq, Js , BJ “ rJ, rspJqs . (2.16)
Substituting in the equation (2.11), we see that it is satisfied if the matrix r obeys the
equation
rκ2prJ, rspJqsq ` rκ1prrˆs´1pJq, Jsq ` rrκ1pJq, rκ2pJqs “ 0 . (2.17)
The reason why in our case rˆ is not necessarily equal to r is that we will mostly be
dealing with a non-simple Lie algebra gln “ sln ‘ C (C ⊂ gln corresponds to matrices
proportional to the unit matrix). We will assume a block-diagonal r-matrix, acting as
follows:
rs “ prsqsln ` prsqC , prsqsln P Endpslnq, prsqC :“ bpsqTr. (2.18)
Here prsqsln acts on traceless matrices as in (2.6), and prsqC acts on matrices of the type
α ¨1 as multiplication by n bpsq. In this case rˆs “ rs´pbps´1q`bpsqqTr. If the unitarity
relation is satisfied, the mismatch vanishes. However, in either case bpsq completely
drops out from the equation (2.17), so we will prefer allowing an arbitrary function
bpsq for the moment. Postulating the relations κ1 “ u, κ2 “ uv, v “ s´1 (implying
κ1 “ κ2 s ) between the parameters, we identify (2.17) with the classical Yang-Baxter
equation for g “ sln from section 2.1.
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3. Affine βγ-systems and their deformations
We start from the discussion of arguably simplest βγ-systems – the ones with affine
target space Cn, as well as related σ-models6. From the standpoint of the general
system (2.9) this is the situation when the gauge field vanishes: A “ 0.
3.1. The Cn-model in the βγ-formulation: the bosonic Thirring model. Our
first object of study will be a σ-model with target space that is formally Cn, written
as a coupling of two βγ-systems. We introduce the coordinates U P HompC,Cnq, V P
HompCn,Cq on T ˚Cn and consider the Lagrangian (2.9) with A “ 0:
L “ V ¨ BU ´ BU ¨ V ` Tr `rspUV qpUV q:˘ , (3.1)
In the undeformed case, when rs “ 1ε `
`
b´ 1
nε
˘
Tr, one can easily integrate out the
V -variables to arrive at the conventional form of the σ-model Lagrangian
L “ ε
UU
¨ BU ¨
ˆ
1` δ U b U
UU
˙
¨ BU , δ “ 1´bǫn
n´1`bǫn . (3.2)
This model is representative of the full class of models we will be considering. Apart
from a Hermitian metric, it features a B-field of a very particular type – it is the
fundamental Hermitian form of the metric. In other words, if J is the complex structure,
with respect to which the metric is Hermitian, the B-field is B “ g ˝ J. Models with
this property appeared in [45], and gauged Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten theories with
this feature were studied in [46, 47].
To give the reader a spirit of the target spaces that we will be dealing with, let us
set n “ 1 for the moment, in which case the line element is ds2 “ 1
b
dUdU
UU
. This is
the standard flat metric on a cylinder Cˆ with multiplicative coordinate U . Although
the formal target space might have been C, the form of the interactions is such that
the origin is effectively excluded, so that the actual target space is Cˆ. This is a
general feature: for arbitrary n the target space is Cnzt0u, due to the presence of the
denominators in (3.2).
A very fruitful way of looking at the system (3.1) comes from rewriting it in Dirac
6In fact, in the context of βγ-systems it is somewhat more convenient to talk about complex ‘phase
space’, which in this case is T ˚Cn.
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form. We introduce n ‘Dirac bosons’
Ψa “
˜
Ua
V a
¸
, a “ 1, . . . , n . (3.3)
Sometimes we will suppress the SUpnq index, in which case Ψ P HompC,C2bCnq. The
Lagrangian (3.1) is, in these notations (and upon integrating by parts),
L “ Ψa{BΨa ` prsqcdab
ˆ
Ψa
1` γ5
2
Ψc
˙ ˆ
Ψd
1´ γ5
2
Ψb
˙
. (3.4)
The Dirac notations are standard: σ1,2 are the Pauli matrices, {B :“
2ř
i“1
σi Bi and
γ5 :“ i σ1σ2. If one sets prsqcdab „ δcaδdb , the system becomes the bosonic incarnation of
the so-called chiral Gross-Neveu model (equivalently the SUpnq Thirring model [48]).
For n “ 1 one obtains the bosonic version of the Thirring model. As is known from
the fermionic theory, the β-function of the Thirring model vanishes, which is com-
patible with the fact that the bosonic version is a σ-model with target space the flat
cylinder Cˆ.
The model (3.4) is ‘chiral’, meaning that there is a symmetry7
U Ñ λU, V Ñ λ´1V , where λ P Cˆ . (3.5)
A general SUpnq-invariant Lagrangian would only retain a Up1q-symmetry, |λ| “ 1, and
is not invariant under the full Cˆ, which arises in (3.4) due to the chiral projectors.
In other words, for Euclidean worldsheet signature chiral symmetry is equivalent to
the complexification of the original (non-chiral) symmetry. This chiral symmetry is of
extreme importance at least for two reasons:
• Chiral symmetry ensures that the quartic interaction terms are quadratic in the
V -variables, which are the ‘momenta’ conjugate to U . This allows integrating
them out and arriving at a metric form of the σ-model.
• We will also be interested in σ-models on projective spaces, Grasmannians etc.,
7In Minkowski signature this would have been the usual Up1q chiral symmetry. This difference in
chiral transformations has been observed in [49, 50].
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z1 z2
1
z2´z1
i
z1 z2
´ 1
z2´z1
j i j
k
l
´prsqklij
Figure 1: Feynman rules of the deformed bosonic Thirring model (3.1).
ki
j l
li
j k
Figure 2: Diagrams contributing to the β-function at one loop.
and these may be obtained by taking the quotient w.r.t. Cˆ, i.e. by gauging the
chiral symmetry. In doing so, one needs to verify that it is free of anomalies.
3.2. The β-function and the Ricci flow. Having discussed the analogy with the
chiral Thirring model, we return to the Lagrangian (3.1). The main question we pose
is whether this Lagrangian preserves its form after renormalization, at least to one loop
order – in other words, whether it is sufficient to renormalize the parameters of the
r-matrix. To this end we write out the Feynman rules of the system in Fig. 1. At one
loop the two diagrams contributing to the renormalization of the quartic vertex are
shown in Fig. 2. There is a relative sign between the two diagrams, due to the different
directions of the lines in the loops. Otherwise, the type of the divergence is the same
– it is logarithmic8, proportional to
ş
d2z
zz
. As a result, the one-loop β-function is
βklij “
nÿ
p,q“1
´
prsqkqip prsqqlpj ´ prsqqlipprsqkqpj
¯
(3.6)
8Here we are talking about UV divergences.
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As already discussed earlier, we will assume a block-diagonal r-matrix (2.18), where
prsqsln acts as in (2.6), and prsqC acts on a unit matrix as multiplication by n ¨ bpsq.
This is translated into the four-index notation as follows:
prsqklij “ aklpsq
ˆ
δki δ
l
j ´
1
n
δijδ
kl
˙
:“prTs qklij
`bpsq δijδkl . (3.7)
We will refer to the piece proportional to b as the longitudinal mode, and the sun-
piece will be called the transverse rT-matrix . Later on, in the discussion of gauged
models, we will describe a more transparent interpretation of the longitudinal term.
The coefficients aklpsq are defined by the action of (2.6) in the standard basis: rspek b
elq “ aklpsq ek b el. Concretely (see (2.5)),
aij “
$’’’&’’’%
s
1´s “ α, i ă j
1
1´s “ β, i ą j
1
2
1`s
1´s “ γ, i “ j .
(3.8)
Substituting (3.7) in (3.6), we obtain
βklij “ δki δlj
˜
nÿ
p“1
aipapj
¸
´ δijδkl aikaki (3.9)
A direct calculation shows that
aijaji “ sp1´ sq2 `
1
4
δij ,
nÿ
p“1
aipapj “ 1
4
δij ` nsp1´ sq2 ` pi´ jq aij (3.10)
Returning to the β-function,
βklij “
„
ns
p1´ sq2 ` pi´ jqaij
 ˆ
δki δ
l
j ´
1
n
δijδ
kl
˙
:“Πklij
. (3.11)
Since aij “ 12 1`s1´s ` i2 Rij , the one-loop result is not of the form (3.7) (due to the term
proportional to i´ j). For this reason the straightforward Ricci flow equation drs
dτ
“ β
for spτq does not have a solution. However, this can be easily remedied by allowing
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reparametrizations of coordinates along the flow. Let us reparametrize
U Ñ DU, V Ñ V D´1 , where D “ Diagtκ1, . . . , κnu . (3.12)
The kinetic term in (3.1) is invariant, so the only effect is in the effective replacement of
the r-matrix by r, where prsqklij “ κiκkκjκl prsqklij . One has to conjugate the β-function tensor
analogously, and the equation we will aim to solve is drs
dτ
“ rβ. It may be rewritten as
an equation for the original r-matrix as follows:
d
dτ
prsqklij “ βklij ´
d
dτ
ˆ
log
ˆ
κiκk
κjκl
˙˙
prsqklij :“ pβklij (3.13)
where pβklij “ „ nsp1´ sq2 ` pi´ jqaij ´ ddτ
ˆ
log
ˆˇˇκi
κj
ˇˇ2˙˙
aij

Πklij
The unwanted term may now be canceled by the simple substitution
κj “ e τ2 j . (3.14)
Recalling again the expression for aijpsq, we find that the remaining equations may be
written as 9b “ 0, d
dτ
`
1
2
1`s
1´s
˘ “ nsp1´sq2 , or 9s “ ns. Therefore
b “ const., s “ en τ (3.15)
We arrive at the important conclusion that the trigonometrically deformed system (3.1)
provides a solution to the Ricci flow equation.
3.2.1. Endpoints of the Ricci flow. Let us return to the geometric picture and
analyze the effect of the flow (3.14)-(3.15) on the metric of the model. For τ Ñ 0 one
has s Ñ 1, so that, after integrating out V, V , one is left with the Lagrangian (3.2),
where ε » 1 ´ s. This is the undeformed model with vanishing radius, i.e. a growing
coupling constant. Physically this is the IR limit of the model. The opposite (UV)
regime is τ Ñ ´8 (this is a so-called ‘ancient’ solution – the one defined on a half-line
– in the terminology adopted in the literature on Ricci flow), in which case s Ñ 0.
One should not forget, however, that we performed a rescaling of coordinates (3.12)
by the κ-factors (3.14), so that in the rescaled coordinates the interaction terms in the
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Lagrangian take the form
Tr
`
rspUV qpUV q:
˘ “ nÿ
i,j“1
aij
|κi|2
|κj |2 |Ui|
2|Vj |2 `
ˆ
b´ γpτq
n
˙ ˇˇ nÿ
i“1
UiVi
ˇˇ2 “
“
nÿ
i,j“1
aij e
pi´jq τ |Ui|2|Vj|2 `
ˆ
b´ γpτq
n
˙ ˇˇ nÿ
i“1
UiVi
ˇˇ2
. (3.16)
From the explicit form (3.8) of the r-matrix coefficients aij it is easy to see that in
the limit τ Ñ ´8 only the diagonal terms survive: lim
τÑ´8
paij epi´jq τ q “ 12 δij . Besides,
lim
τÑ´8
γpτq “ 1
2
. After integrating out V, V the limiting Lagrangian takes the form
L
ˇˇ
τÑ´8 “
nÿ
i“1
BUiBU i
UiU i
´ 1
n` 1
2
κ0
ˇˇ nÿ
i“1
BUi
Ui
ˇˇ2
, κ0 “
ˆ
b´ 1
2n
˙´1
. (3.17)
Clearly this is a flat metric on an n-dimensional cylinder pCˆqn, with multiplicative
coordinates U1, . . . , Un. We conclude that the Ricci flow interpolates between the ho-
mogeneous system (3.2) (with vanishing overall scale) and a flat n-dimensional cylinder.
The latter could be called an ‘asymptotically free’ regime.
We can make this consideration slightly more precise, using the notion of Zn-grading
on the Lie algebra gln. We will be using the standard grading that schematically may
be depicted as ¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
1
...
n´2
n´1
0
2
...
n´1
0
1
3
...
0
1
2
4
...
1
2
3
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
0
...
n´3
n´2
n´1 ‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚ (3.18)
In fact, the grading is completely determined by the grading of the positive simple
roots and the ‘imaginary root’ (cf. [51] for a recent discussion), which is why we have
emphasized those in bold. The decomposition of the Lie algebra is gln “ ‘n´1i“0 gi
(rgi, gjs ⊂ gi`jmodn), and the projection on the component gi will be denoted πi. Since
D “ Diagte jτ2 unj“1 and recalling that s “ enτ , one finds that the matrix entering the
quartic interaction is really
AdDrsAdD “ 1
2
π0 ` 1
1´ enτ
nÿ
j“1
ejτ πn´j . (3.19)
The sum vanishes in the limit τ Ñ ´8, so that AdDrsAdDpUV q Ñ 12π0pUV q.
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z1 z2
1
z2´z1
i, α z1 z2
´ 1
z2´z1
j, α i, α j, α
k, β
l, β
´prsqklij
(3.21)
Figure 3: Feynman rules of the Cn b Cm model. Latin and Greek indices correspond
to SUpnq and SUpmq, respectively.
3.3. Cn b Cm model. The setup of the previous sections allows a simple general-
ization, when, instead of taking U and V as vectors, we may take them as matrices
of size m ˆ n, as in sec. 2.2, that is to say U P HompCm,Cnq, V P HompCn,Cmq. The
Lagrangian has the same form as before, up to an obvious inclusion of traces in suitable
places:
L “ TrpV ¨ BUq ´ TrpBU ¨ V q ` Tr `rspUV qpUV q:˘ , (3.20)
The Feynman rules, shown in Fig. 3, include an additional index α, β, . . . P t1 . . .mu
that we denote by a Greek letter to distinguish from the SUpnq indices written in Latin.
Notice that the Greek indices are preserved along the blue and red lines separately.
As a result, they are ‘spectator’ indices for the divergent diagrams in Fig. 2, and the
β-function is the same as before, given by (3.6). In other words, the β-function is
independent of m. We will give a geometric interpretation of this fact in Sec. 5.
3.4. The geometric approach. In section 3.1 we performed a direct calculation
of the β-function of the model. We could have followed another route: first integrating
out the V, V -fields, arriving at a σ-model with target space Cn, computing its metric,
B-field and dilaton and checking that they satisfy the generalized Ricci flow equations9
´ 9gij “ Rij ` 1
4
HimnHjm1n1g
mm1gnn
1 ` 2∇i∇jΦ ,
´ 9Bij “ ´1
2
∇
kHkij `∇kΦHkij ,
´ 9Φ “ const. ´ 1
2
∇
k
∇k Φ`∇kΦ∇kΦ` 1
24
HkmnH
kmn ,
(3.22)
9For the β-functions in the r.h.s. of these equations see [52, 53].
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where H “ dB is the field strength tensor of the B-field, and Φ is the dilaton. Realizing
this program is a substantially more complicated procedure. A direct calculation is
possible for n “ 2, and some indications in this direction are presented in Appendix A
(otherwise we have used numerical calculations to check the statement for low values
of n). Here we will only write out the explicit expressions for the metric, B-field and
dilaton for arbitrary n (κ “ pb´ γ
n
q´1):
ds2 “
nÿ
i,j“1
kijpdti dtj ` dφidφjq , B “
nÿ
i,j“1
kij dti ^ dφj , (3.23)
where
1
2
kij “ λi δij ´ λiλj
κ`ř
k
λk
,
λ´1m “ α
ÿ
jăm
e2 ptj´tmq ` β
ÿ
jąm
e2 ptj´tmq ` γ ,
e´2Φ “
nź
k“1
e2 tk
λk
ˆ
˜
1` 1
κ
nÿ
k“1
λk
¸
.
The dilaton Φ appears from the determinant arising upon integration over the V -
variables, in exactly the same way as it happens in the context of Buscher rules for
T -duality [54, 55, 56].
3.4.1. Comparison with Fateev’s flow. The fact that the one-dimensional space
of metrics, with parameter s, is closed under Ricci flow is rather remarkable. What
is even more exceptional for the models considered in the present paper is that the
evolution of s is particularly simple: s “ enτ , see (3.15). To illustrate this point, let
us consider another basic example of integrable model – the σ-model with target space
the squashed sphere S3η . This is a one-parametric sub-family of a two-parameter family
of integrable deformations of S3 that were constructed in [16, 17]. The one-parametric
deformation is defined by the Lagrangian
L “ Tr
ˆ
J:
1
ru
J
˙
, J “ g:dg , g P SUp2q . (3.24)
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Parametrizing g “
˜
Z1 ´Z2
Z2 Z1
¸
and Z1 “ cos p θ2q eipψ`φq, Z2 “ sin p θ2q eiψ, we find the
expression for the deformed metric
ds2 “ 2
γ
:“f
ˆ
dψ ` cos2 θ
2
dφ
˙2
` 1
4
ˆ
1
α
` 1
β
˙
:“g
`
dθ2 ` sin2 θ dφ2˘ (3.25)
α,β,γ are the same parameters as before, see (3.8), but with s replaced by u. The Ricci
tensor of this metric has the same form, but with the replacements f Ñ f1 “ 4p1´ g2f q,
g Ñ g1 “ 2g2f . The Ricci flow equation ´ 9gij “ Rij is equivalent to 9f “ ´f1, 9g “
´g1, and upon substituting the expressions of f, g, f1, g1 in terms of the deformation
parameter u one obtains the equation
9u “ 4u
2
p1` uq2 . (3.26)
In terms of u “ eη the solution is 1
2
pη ` sinh ηq “ τ . This is the result found in [16].
As we see, the dependence of η on τ is nonlinear, in contrast to the situation we
encountered earlier.
We note in passing that there is a beautiful generalization [34] of Fateev’s result for
more general Hopf-like fibrations of homogeneous spaces G
K
Ñ G
H
with fiber H
K
in the
case when all three of these spaces admit Einstein metrics G
G
K
E ,G
G
H
E ,G
H
K
E , and a certain
inequality on the cosmological constants is satisfied. Then, if the fiber is not flat,
there is a second Einstein metric on the total space G
K
, and a solution of the Ricci flow
equation of the type G “ gpτqG
G
H
E ` fpτqG
H
K
E , interpolating between the two Einstein
metrics on G
K
. If the fiber is flat, the behavior is as in the Hopf fibration example above:
for τ Ñ 0 one recovers the round metric on the total space and in the limit τ Ñ ´8
the size of the base blows up, whereas the size of the fiber remains finite.
4. Projective (gauged) βγ-systems and their deformations
In the previous section we considered βγ-systems, and related σ-models, with affine
target spaces. Ultimately we are interested in σ-models with projective target spaces,
such as Grassmannians and flag manifolds. This is done by gauging a part of the
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symmetry group of the theory – a process that is typically violated by chiral anomalies,
as we will now explain.
4.1. The CPn´1-model. We start with the simplest example: the complex projec-
tive space. It can be obtained from the affine space Cn by gauging the Cˆ symmetry
group acting as Ui Ñ λUi, Vi Ñ λ´1Vi. As explained in section 3.1, the case |λ| “ 1
corresponds to the usual Up1q symmetry of the theory (charge conservation), however
for λ P Cˆ this is a chiral transformation: the radial Rˆ ⊂ Cˆ is what would have
been the chiral Up1q in Minkowski signature. Such chiral transformations are typically
subject to anomalies. The latter can be deduced from Schwinger’s calculation of the
effective action of the gauge fields A, which comes from the one-loop determinant of
the matter fields:
Seff. “ ξ
2
ż
dz dz Fzz
1
△
Fzz , Fzz “ i pBA´ BAq . (4.1)
The coefficient ξ collects some numerical factors and is proportional to the number
of matter fields we have integrated over. The action is invariant w.r.t. the gauge
transformations of the original Up1q, AÑ A`Bα, A Ñ A`Bα (α P R), but not w.r.t.
the complexified gauge transformations A Ñ A` Bα, AÑ A` Bα (α P C)10.
The anomaly also manifests itself in another way. This perspective will shed some
light on the parameter b of the ‘longitudinal mode’ of the r-matrix (3.7). The crucial
observation is that the deformed metric on CPn´1 may be obtained by taking a formal
limit b Ñ 8 (κ Ñ 0) of the Cn-metric in (3.23): one can check, for example, that
the matrix kij in (3.23) is degenerate in this limit, pointing at an additional local
projective invariance. Why this happens becomes clear, if we rewrite the Cn-system
with the r-matrix (3.7) as follows:
L “ V ¨DU ´DU ¨ V ` Tr `rTs pUV qpUV q:˘` 1b |A|2 , DU “ BU ` i UA. (4.2)
This step is just a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation applied to the longitudinal
term b |V ¨U |2 in the original Lagrangian. Notice that in the quartic interaction terms
one now has the sun r-matrix r
T. If one takes the formal limit bÑ8, the system (4.2)
10In fact, there is no local function of the fields A,A and their derivatives that would be invariant
w.r.t. this transformation.
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becomes the βγ-system of the projective space CPn´1. An important subtlety, however,
is that there is a non-zero one-loop correction to the coefficient 1
b
in front of |A|2 (cf. [57]
for a calculation in Euclidean signature). This correction is the same coefficient ξ that
features in the effective action (4.1). Indeed, the AA-part of the effective action is
ξ
ş
dz dz BA 1
△
BA “ ´ξ ş dz dz |A|2, where we have integrated by parts. As a result,
effectively in the Lagrangian (4.2) one has to make the shift
1
b
Ñ 1
b
´ ξ . (4.3)
This shift invalidates the conclusion that in the b Ñ 8 limit one gets the βγ-system
of CPn´1. In order to be able to gauge the complexified symmetry group Cˆ, one has
to cancel this anomaly. A natural way to do it is to add fermionic partners of the
bosonic fields U, V . As the bosonic model may be written in the form (3.4) with the
help of a ‘Dirac boson’ Ψ, the fermionic extension should take the form11
L “ Ψa {DΨa ` prTs qcdab
ˆ
Ψa
1` γ5
2
Ψc
˙ ˆ
Ψd
1´ γ5
2
Ψb
˙
`Θa {DΘa , (4.4)
Ψ,Θ P HompC,C2 b Cnq .
Here Θa, a “ 1, . . . , n are n Dirac fermions. For such a theory the one-loop anomalies
coming from integrations over bosons and fermions exactly cancel each other, i.e. the
coefficient ξ in the shift (4.3) is zero, so that one can take the limit bÑ 8.
4.1.1. Relation to the conventional form of the CPn´1-model. The model (4.4)
just introduced is classically equivalent to the usual CPn´1-model minimally interact-
ing with n Dirac fermions. To see this, we again pass to the pU, V q-parametrization of
the field Ψ and integrate out the fields V that enter quadratically:
L “ ε ¨ DU DU
UU
`Θ {DΘ . (4.5)
Since there is no chiral anomaly, we impose the gauge UU “ 1, in which case
L “ ε
2
¨ hαβ DαUDβU `Θ {DΘ ` 1
2
ǫαβ BαUBβU (4.6)
11See [58] for a review of spinors in Euclidean spaces.
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h is the flat metric on the worldsheet, and ǫ is the standard skew-symmetric matrix.
The last term in (4.6) is topological, and the first two terms correspond to the standard
CP
n´1-model interacting with n Dirac fermions Θ.
There is a similar relation between σ-models in the βγ-formulation and standard σ-
models when the target space is symmetric, i.e. a Grassmannian. In the general case
of flag manifold models one should start from the βγ-formulation, and a rewriting in
the form (4.6) would exhibit a non-topological (non-closed) B-field.
4.1.2. Ricci flow for the Hermitian CPn´1 model. Just as in the case of the
affine model we expect the Ricci flow equations to be satisfied. We find this to be the
case, yet with the addition of Lie derivatives w.r.t. a certain new field E (which we
interchangeably view as a vector or one-form):
´ 9gij “ Rij ` 1
4
HimnHjm1n1g
mm1gnn
1 ` 2∇i∇jΦ` p£nE gqij ,
´ 9Bij “ ´1
2
∇
kHkij `∇kΦHkij ` p£nEBqij ,
´ 9Φ “ const. ´ 1
2
∇
k
∇k Φ`∇kΦ∇kΦ` 1
24
HkmnH
kmn `£nE Φ ,
where E “ RepAq, A “
nř
m“1
λˆm UˆmdUˆm
nř
m“1
λˆm |Uˆm|2
.
(4.7)
Here λˆj “ λj e´2tj and Uˆ are the inhomogeneous coordinates, obtained by setting
Uˆn “ 1. One of the effects of adding Lie derivatives is in replacing dΦÑ DΦ “ dΦ`nE.
This has the following meaning. The dilaton of the affine model (see (3.23)) is not
invariant under the global Cˆ symmetry (it is shifted by a constant instead). Therefore
while gauging the symmetry one needs to make the derivative dΦ covariant, and this
is exactly what the field E achieves. In the undeformed case, when s Ñ 1, one has
Φ Ñ ´n
2
log p
nř
i“1
|Ui|2q and E Ñ 12 d log p
nř
i“1
|Ui|2q, so that DΦ Ñ 0, and the dilaton
effectively disappears from the first two equations.
It is useful to look at the above equations (4.7) from another perspective, namely as
a limit b Ñ 8 of the corresponding equations (3.22) for target space Cn, since, as we
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discussed at the beginning of sec. 4.1, the CPn´1-model may be obtained from the
Cn-model in this limit. Most terms converge to the corresponding ones of CPn´1, and
complications come from terms involving the dilaton. In the first equation this is the
term ∇i∇jΦ. To take the limit we first rewrite the metric (3.23) of the deformed C
n
at large b. It is useful to parametrize Ui “ ep Uˆi, where Uˆi are the inhomogeneous
coordinates on CPn´1, so for example Uˆn “ 1, and p is the additive coordinate in the
Cˆ-fiber. Then
ds2 » 2
b
`|dp|2 ` dpA` dpA˘` rds2sT , A “
nř
m“1
λˆm UˆmdUˆm
nř
m“1
λˆm |Uˆm|2
. (4.8)
Here rds2sT is the ‘transverse’ metric, which converges to the CPn´1 metric in the limit
bÑ 8. It is clear from the expression (3.23) for the dilaton that it is in fact linear in
Reppq :“ t, i.e. Φ “ ´nt ` . . ., where the ellipsis denotes terms independent of t. Let
i, j, k, l be ‘transverse’ indices, corresponding to the CPn´1 directions, parametrized
by Uˆ . Then ∇i∇jΦ “ ∇Ti ∇Tj Φ ` nΓtij, where the superscript t corresponds to the
‘radial’ t-direction, and ∇Ti are the covariant derivatives w.r.t. the transverse metric.
The geometric meaning of Γtij is that it is part of the second fundamental form of the
transverse manifold sitting in the ambient space at a fixed value of p. What remains is to
compute the relevant Christoffel symbols for the metric (4.8): Γtij “ 12gtt
´
Bgti
Bxj ` BgtjBxi
¯
`
gtkΓk|ij. Since gtAgAl “ δtl “ 0 and gtAgAl “ gttgtl ` gtkgkl (summation over A is w.r.t.
all directions), we find that in the limit gtk » ´gttgtlglk. Since gtl “ 1b pAl ` Alq “ 2bEl
and gtt » b
2
, we get Γtij » 12p∇iEj `∇jEiq, so that
2∇i∇jΦ » 2∇Ti ∇Tj Φ` n p∇iEj `∇jEiq “ ∇Ti DTj Φ`∇Tj DTi Φ (4.9)
which is the expression from (4.7), once the superscript T is dropped.
Let us also derive the second equation in (4.7). We write ∇A ΦHAij “ ´n pgttHtij `
gtkHkijq `∇k ΦHkij “ ´n gttHtij `Dk ΦHkij. In order to evaluate the first term in
the limit bÑ 8, we write out the relevant terms in the three-form H derived from the
metric (4.8): H “ rdBsT` 1b dt^d
´
A´A
2i
¯
`. . . As a result, gttHtij Ñ BiFj´BjFi, where
F “ ImpAq. To compare with the second equation in (4.7), we invoke the definition
p£nEBq “ npiEdB` dpiEBqq. The first term is nEkHkij, so it contributes to DkΦHkij.
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To write out the second term we recall that B “ g ˝ J, so that piEBqi “ Ek gkmBmi “
Jki Ek. Since E is the real part of a form of type p1, 0q, J ˝ E is its imaginary part:
iEB “ ImpAq “ F. This completes the derivation of the equation for 9Bij in (4.7).
Finally, in the equation for the dilaton the nontrivial term is ∇kΦ∇kΦ. Its reduction
from the affine equation looks as follows: ∇AΦ∇AΦ “ ∇mΦ∇mΦ`2 gtm∇mΦ ¨ p´nq`
gtt ¨ p´nq2. To get the correct expression for gtt to order Op1q, one needs to take into
account the subleading contribution in gtt: gtt “ 2b ´ 2Qb2 , where Q “ ´γn ` 1ř
m
λˆm |Uˆm|2 .
In this case gtt » b
2
` EmgmkEk ` Q2 . Using gtm » ´gmk Ek, we obtain ∇AΦ∇AΦ Ñ
DkΦDkΦ` n2 Q2 ` const. All ingredients are manifestly gauge-invariant (Cˆ-invariant).
The equation for 9Φ follows thanks to the identity ∇kEk ´ 2EkDkΦ´ nQ “ 0 that we
have verified explicitly. Presumably the latter should be viewed as a gauge condition.
We note that the appearance of terms ∇iEj `∇jEi has been observed in supergravity
equations in a very similar situation – when the dilaton is linear in a coordinate along
an isometry direction of the metric [59] (see also [60]).
4.1.3. The inhomogeneous gauge. In the previous section we explained that
the Hermitian metric, B-field and dilaton of the deformed CPn´1-model satisfy the
generalized Ricci flow equations, which are the RG-flow equations at one-loop. In
doing so, we made use of the β-function (3.6). The β-function may also be computed
directly for the CPn´1-model by passing to inhomogeneous coordinates, which is a way
of fixing a Cˆ-gauge explicitly. We will now describe how this gauge is fixed in practice.
This will lead us to a curious observation, that the gauge-fixed model is a theory of
fields with polynomial interactions.
To start with, we choose
Un “ 1 . (4.10)
Variation of the Lagrangian (4.4) w.r.t. A gives V U ` fermionic terms “ 0, so that
Vn “ ´
n´1ÿ
k“1
VkUk ` fermionic terms. (4.11)
This completely removes the gauge field at the expense of modifying the Feynman rules
of the theory. Dropping fermionic fields for the moment, we write the Lagrangian of
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the model (2.9) in this gauge:
L “
n´1ÿ
k“1
`
VkBUk ´ V kBUk ` β|Vk|2
˘` (4.12)
`
n´1ÿ
l,m“1
alm |Ul|2|Vm|2 ` γ
ˇˇ n´1ÿ
p“1
UpVp
ˇˇ2
quartic vertices
`α
˜
n´1ÿ
k“1
|Uk|2
¸ ˇˇ n´1ÿ
p“1
UpVp
ˇˇ2
sextic vertices
We see that the propagators and vertices are modified, and on top of that sextic vertices
have appeared:
p p1
q r
q1r1
´α δpp1δqq1δrr1 (4.13)
A fascinating feature of the Lagrangian (4.12) is that its interaction terms are polyno-
mial in the pU, V q-variables. In other words, instead of a nonlinear σ-model we have
arrived at a different nonlinear theory – the theory of several bosonic fields (albeit with
fermionic propagators) and their fermionic partners with polynomial interactions.
The quadratic form in the above Lagrangian is
˜
0 B
B ´β
¸
. Its inverse is
˜
β
BB B
´1
B´1 0
¸
.
This has the interesting consequence that the propagators xU V y and xU V y are not
modified, but there appears an additional propagator
z1 z2i
xUipz1qU jpz2qy „ δji β log |z1 ´ z2|2 , (4.14)
i.e. it looks like a propagator of a scalar field in two dimensions. As a result, at one
loop there will be additional logarithmically divergent bubble-like diagrams. To illus-
trate how this works we compute in Appendix B the β-function in the inhomogeneous
gauge (4.10).
4.2. The deformed flag manifold σ-model. So far we have considered Hermitian
deformations of the CPn´1-model. Next we wish to show that the whole setup can be
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easily generalized to arbitrary flag manifolds
Fn1,...,ns :“
Upnq
Upn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Upnsq . (4.15)
Since the βγ-systems are defined for complex manifolds, we will need an additional
piece of data on Fn1,...,ns – the complex structure. Complex structures on Fn1,...,ns are
in 1-to-1 correspondence with the orderings of the integers n1, . . . , ns (cf. [51]). For
simplicity we will assume that the complex structure is specified by the ordering of the
indices of ni’s. In this case we may think of Fn1,...,ns as the space of flags
0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ls » Cn, (4.16)
where Lj » Cmj and mj “
jÿ
k“1
nk . (4.17)
This gives rise to another definition of the flag manifold:
Fn1,...,ns »
GLpn,Cq
Pm1,...,ms
, (4.18)
where Pm1,...,ms is the parabolic subgroup ofGLpn,Cq stabilizing flags of the form (4.16).
The relevant gauged linear σ-model (GLSM) formulation for flag manifold models
was developed in [43], where one took Nakajima’s presentation of the flag manifold
as an As´1 quiver variety as a starting point. First, one denotes the dimension of
the maximal proper subspace in the flag (4.16) as m :“ ms´1 “
s´1ř
i“1
ni. Just as
before, the Lagrangian is formulated in terms of three matrices U P HompCm,Cnq, V P
HompCn,Cmq,Φ P EndpCnq and has the following form:
L “ Tr `VDU˘´ Tr `VDU˘: ` Tr `prTs q´1pΦqΦ˘ , (4.19)
The key fact about the above Lagrangian is that the gauge field A takes values in
the Lie algebra p “ LiepPm1,...,ms´1q of the parabolic subgroup of GLpm,Cq. It is an
upper-block-triangular matrix:
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A “
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚
˚ ˚
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚
m1
m2
m
, A “ A: . (4.20)
At first sight it might look surprising that we are dealing with mˆ n-matrices. There
is in fact an alternative and (at least classically) equivalent formulation in terms of
nˆ n matrices, as we explain in Appendix C. The approach based on mˆ n-matrices
is better suited for the analysis of the 1
n
-expansion [51], since in this setup one takes
nÑ8 while keeping m fixed, so that the matrices U, V are ‘vector-like’, i.e. they grow
in one direction. In Appendix C we also provide a rewriting of the above Lagrangian
in geometric (σ-model-like) form.
4.2.1. Thirring-like form of the flag σ-model with fermions. The pure bosonic
flag manifold σ-model in the gauged βγ-formulation suffers from a chiral anomaly, in
the same way as the CPn´1-model does. As before, it can be cancelled by adding
fermions. For this reason we propose the following theory, which is free of chiral
anomalies (the summation over the Greek indices is from 1 to m, where m “
s´1ř
i“1
ni,
and over the Latin indices from 1 to n):
L “ Ψαa {DΨαa ` prTs qcdab
ˆ
Ψαa
1` γ5
2
Ψβc
˙ ˆ
Ψβd
1´ γ5
2
Ψαb
˙
`Θαa {DΘαa ,
Ψ,Θ P HompCm,Cnq b C2 , Ψ bosonic, Θ fermionic .
(4.21)
Here D
α
β “ δαβ B ` iA
α
β is the covariant derivative acting on the GLpm,Cq indices, and
the gauge field A is of block-triangular form (4.20). The fermionic determinant exactly
cancels the bosonic one, hence the chiral anomalies are absent, and we may gauge the
parabolic subgroup of GLpm,Cq, as required.
We conjecture that the model (4.21) is quantum integrable. Evidence in favor of this
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conjecture is as follows:
• The bosonic part of the model is classically integrable [1, 2, 3, 4].
• The cancellation of chiral anomalies is achieved by adding the fermionic fields Θ.
Incidentally, in the case of CPn´1 and Grassmannian models the same minimally
coupled fermions remove the anomaly in the non-local charge of the model [38, 39].
This charge is directly related to the integrability of the model [37]. In the pure
bosonic flag manifold models the anomaly is certainly present [51]. A feature
of this anomaly is that, at least to leading order in the 1
n
-expansion, it is of the
same form as for the Grassmannian model, the only difference being the restricted
form of the gauge field (4.20). As the minimally coupled fermions are known to
remove the anomaly for Grassmannians [39], it is reasonable to expect that it
also vanishes in the flag manifold case.
Additional more complicated couplings of the fermions, which would still preserve inte-
grability, are likely possible as well. For example, one could add fermions symmetrically,
i.e. by adding to the bosonic chiral Gross-Neveu model an analogous fermionic one,
the two parts interacting via a common gauge field. In the undeformed Ka¨hler cases
(Grassmannians) this is closely related to the supersymmetric version of the model [38].
General quartic fermionic interactions have been investigated in [61]. The CP3-model
with fermions that arises in the context of the AdS4ˆCP3 superstring was considered
in [62, 63].
5. A sum rule for flag manifolds ‚Generalized Einstein metrics
We expect that, in the case of flag manifolds, the Ricci flow equations (4.7) are also
satisfied. The precise determination of all of the ingredients entering those equations
is left for the future, and for the moment we will just assume that these equations hold
true and derive a rather strong consequence, which may be readily tested. Indeed, let
us consider the τ Ñ 0 (s Ñ 1) limit of the first equation in (4.7). First of all, at the
homogeneous point the one-form DΦ vanishes, as otherwise it would be an SUpnq-
invariant one-form on a flag manifold, and there are no such one-forms. Near the
homogeneous point the metric collapses: g » p1´sq ghom., where ghom. is a homogeneous
(‘Killing’, reductive) metric on the flag manifold. Since the Ricci tensor is invariant
under rescalings of the metric, it converges to the one of the homogeneous metric ghom..
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As the H-field is the exterior derivative of the fundamental Hermitian form of the
metric, it is proportional to p1´sq as well, and its square HimnHjm1n1gmm1gnn1 converges
to the value for g “ ghom.. Recalling s “ enτ , we have ´ 9g Ñ n ghom., so that in the
limit the first equation in (4.7) converges to
Rij ` 1
4
HimnHjm1n1g
mm1
hom.g
nn1
hom. “ n pghom.qij , (5.1)
which is the generalized Einstein condition for the homogeneous metric (in the l.h.s.
all quantities are calculated w.r.t. the homogeneous metric). We note that Einstein
metrics on homogeneous spaces have been investigated, for instance, in [65, 66, 67]. In
particular, the latter paper deals with flag manifolds (we refer the reader to [68] for a
detailed discussion of the homogeneous geometry of flag manifolds).
For symmetric spaces, i.e. Grassmannians Gpm,nq, the Killing metric is also Ka¨hler,
so that H “ 0, in which case the above equation is the statement that it is Ein-
stein with cosmological constant n. In fact, this is the only case where the Killing
metrics are Ka¨hler, and the cosmological constant has an interpretation as the degree
of the anticanonical bundle. Indeed, recall that for a Ka¨hler manifold M the Ricci
form represents the first Chern class r i
2pi
Rkm dz
k ^ dzms “ c1pMq. In the case of a
Grassmannian Gpm,nq let us fix the normalization of the metric by the requirement
volpCq “ 1, where C » CP1 is a generator of H2pGpm,nq,Zq. In this case the Ein-
stein condition Ric “ Λ g implies ş
C
c1pMq “ Λ. It is known that for Grassmannians
c1pGpm,nqq “ nC_ (
ş
C
C_ “ 1), so that Λ “ n. The most important fact about this
result is that the cosmological constant is independent of m, i.e. of the denominator of
the quotient Upnq
UpmqˆUpn´mq
12. As equation (5.1) shows, a generalization of this statement
for arbitrary flag manifolds requires taking into account the generally non-vanishing
H-field.
We can now prove (5.1) for flag manifolds (4.15). To this end, we introduce the Maurer-
Cartan forms ´g´1dg “
sř
j,k“1
Ejk, where Ejk for j ‰ k are the vielbein one-forms with
12From the point of view of σ-models this may also be seen in a direct calculation of the one-loop
β-function, see [64] for a review.
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values in HompCnk ,Cnj q. The general invariant metric has the form
ds2 “
ÿ
j‰k
ajk TrpEjkEkjq , ajk ą 0 . (5.2)
The Ricci tensor may as well be expanded in the vielbein:
ÿ
µ,ν
Rµνdx
µdxν “
ÿ
j‰k
Rjk TrpEjkEkjq.
An expression for Rjk is found in [67]. In our case ajk “ 1, which gives
Rjk “ n` nj ` nk
2
, 1 ď j, k ď s . (5.3)
The metric is Einstein if Rjk “ Λ “ const. There are two cases when this happens:
• Grassmannians, i.e. s “ 2, n1 ` n2 “ n, Rjk “ n
• Flag manifolds, for which nj “ p “ const., n “ ps. In this case Rjk “ n`2p2 . For
complete flags p “ 1 and Rjk “ n`22 .
We come to the computation of H . The flatness of g´1dg gives DEjk “
ř
p‰j,k
Ejp^Epk,
whereD is the
sś
j“1
Upnjq-covariant derivative. Since theB-field is B “ i
ÿ
j‰k
bjk
2
TrpEjk ^ Ekjq
with bjk “ ˘1 pj ž kq, we find
H “ dB “ i
ÿ
j‰k‰m
bjk TrpEjm ^ Emk ^ Ekjq , (5.4)
so that, in double-index notations, the nonzero components are Hjm|mk|kj “ bjk`bkm`
bmj “ ˘1, and permutations thereof. The metric has the form xpEjmqaα, pEnkqβby “
δjkδmnδabδαβ (a, b “ 1 . . . nj , α, β “ 1 . . . nm), so that
pH2qjk|mn “ 2 δjnδkm
ÿ
p‰j,k
npHjk|kp|pjHkj|pk|jp “ 2 δjnδkm pn ´ nj ´ nkq . (5.5)
Uniformizing notation with (5.3), we define pH2qjk|mn :“ δjnδkm pH2qjk, where pH2qjk “
2 pn´ nj ´ nkq. As a result, we obtain the sum rule
Rjk ` 1
4
pH2qjk “ n , (5.6)
which is equivalent to the generalized Einstein condition (5.1). The key point is that
the sum depends only on the dimension of the ambient space Cn, but not on the
structure of the flags (4.15).
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6. Conclusion and outlook
In the present paper we studied σ-models with complex homogeneous target spaces
(projective space CPn´1 and, more generally, flag manifolds), as well as their trigono-
metric deformations. The deformations in question are rather special in that they
preserve the Hermiticity of the metric, at the expense of introducing additional fields,
such as a two-form field B and the dilaton Φ. It was shown that the models may in
fact be formulated as gauged bosonic Thirring-like systems. We started by elaborating
the ungauged version in section 3, computing the one-loop β-function and showing
that the Ricci flow equation is satisfied by a simple evolution of the deformation pa-
rameter. In fact, the β-function (3.6), (3.11) turns out to be universal for gauged and
ungauged models alike. This has rather strong consequences, one of them being that
the β-functions of all σ-models of flags in Cn depend only on n, and not on the struc-
ture of the flag. We have termed this ‘a sum rule for flag manifolds’. In the case of
Grassmannians Gpm,nq this is the familiar statement that the one-loop β-function is
independent of m. We have also checked that the Ricci flow equations are satisfied for
the CPn´1 models13, when one adds an additional compensating gauge field E, whose
meaning has also been explained.
The crucial difference between the gauged and ungauged versions of the model (which
correspond to CPn´1 and Cn models respectively) is that the symmetry that one wishes
to gauge is in fact chiral, and it is violated by quantum anomalies. To get rid of those,
one may couple the bosonic Thirring-like system to fermions, as in (4.4) or (4.21).
Incidentally these are the same fermionic couplings that cancel the anomaly in the so-
called Lu¨scher non-local charge [37]. This anomaly is otherwise present in the CPn´1
and Gpm,nq models [38, 39]. This leads us to conjecture that the flag manifold σ-
models with fermions are quantum integrable models.
The models of the type considered in the present paper possess yet another curious
property. Apparently their Lax connections have ultralocal Poisson brackets: this was
observed in the context of Hermitian symmetric spaces in [69, 70]14 and shown generally
13The verification was done numerically for low values of n.
14In the case of Hermitian symmetric spaces, and in the homogeneous/rational situation, the B-field
is topological, but the Lax pair constructed according to Pohlmeyer’s procedure is different from the
conventional Lax pair in the absence of the B-field [3].
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for a related class of para-Hermitian geometries in [71]15. It was observed in [70] that
such peculiar properties of models with Hermitian symmetric space geometries may be
attributed to their origins in the Ashtekar variables of general relativity, upon dimen-
sional reduction. Another parallel with the Ashtekar variables is that the σ-models in
question have only polynomial interactions in the Thirring-like formulation (cf. (4.12)).
We leave the further elucidation of these ideas for future work.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank A. A. Slavnov for support and G. Aru-
tyunov, D. Lu¨st for discussions. I am especially grateful to K. Zarembo for reading the
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Appendix
A. Metric, B-field and dilaton of the deformed Cn-model
Here we derive the formulas (3.23) from the main text. We start by writing out the
quadratic form in the Lagrangian (3.1):
Tr
`
rspUV qpUV q:
˘ “ nÿ
k,m“1
VkV m
ˆ
δkm
λˆk
` pb´ γ
n
qUkUm
˙
:“Qkm
, (A.1)
where λˆ´1m “ α
ÿ
jăm
|Uj |2 ` β
ÿ
jąm
|Uj |2 ` γ |Um|2 .
The constants α,β,γ were defined in (3.8). Inverting the quadratic form Q, we obtain
the Lagrangian of the σ-model:
L “
nÿ
k,m“1
BUk
¨˚
˝δkmλˆk ´ λˆkλˆm UkUm
κ`ř
p
λˆp |Up|2
‹˛‚BUm, κ “ pb´ γ
n
q´1 . (A.2)
It is convenient to introduce the parametrization Uj “ etj´i φj and the notation λj :“
λˆj e
2tj (we already used it in sec. 3.4). In this case dUj ^ dU j “ 2i e2tj dtj ^ dφj and
15Ultralocal Lax pairs for the deformed CP1-model were constructed in [20, 72].
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nř
j“1
λˆj Uj dU j “
nř
j“1
λj pdtj ´ i dφjq. Therefore16
ds2 “
nÿ
i,j“1
kijpdti dtj ` dφidφjq . (A.3)
B “
nÿ
i,j“1
kij dti ^ dφj , where 1
2
kij “ λi δij ´ λiλj
κ`ř
k
λk
. (A.4)
The dilaton Φ arises from the integration over the V -variables, namely from the deter-
minant of the quadratic form in (A.1):
e´2Φ “ DetpQq “
nź
k“1
1
λˆk
ˆ
˜
1` 1
κ
nÿ
k“1
λˆk|Uk|2
¸
. (A.5)
A.1. n “ 2: the deformed C2. In computing the Ricci tensor and other geometric
quantities it is much more convenient to deal with the inverse metric κ´1, which has
the simple form
κij “ 1
2
λ´1i
:“χi
δij ` 1
2κ
. (A.6)
After the shift of ti-variables described in sec. 3.2 the functions χi are found to be
χ1 “ 1
2
1` e2τ
1´ e2τ `
eτ
1´ e2τ e
t2´t1 , χ2 “ 1
2
1` e2τ
1´ e2τ `
eτ
1´ e2τ e
t1´t2 . (A.7)
We start by computing the angular components Rφiφj (again, with upper indices) of
the Ricci tensor. These may be obtained using the formula Rµν K
ν “ 1?
g
Bρ
`?
g∇µKρ
˘
,
valid for any Killing vector field K (cf. [73]). As it follows from (A.6), Bκ
ij
Btk “ 12
Bχi
Btk δ
ij.
Using this as well as the fact that χi “ χipt1 ´ t2q, we arrive at the formula for the
φ-components of the Ricci tensor:
Rφiφj “
nÿ
p“1
1
8k
B
Btp
ˆ
k χp
Bχi
Btp
˙
δij ´ kij
nÿ
p“1
1
8
χp
Bχi
Btp
Bχj
Btp , k “ detpkijq . (A.8)
16We introduce a factor of 2 in the definition of kij so that the metric satisfies the canonically
normalized Ricci flow equations (3.22). One other way to fix this normalization is via the Einstein
condition (5.1) for undeformed metrics.
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For other ingredients of the r.h.s. of (3.22) we also obtain expressions in terms of χi:
pH2qφiφj “ ´1
2
Bχi
Btj
Bχj
Bti `
1
2
kij
nÿ
p“1
χp
Bχi
Btp
Bχj
Btp (A.9)
2∇φi∇φjΦ “ 1
8
δij
nÿ
p“1
χp
Bχi
Btp
ˆ
2´ 1
k
Bk
Btp
˙
. (A.10)
Here we have used that the dilaton is Φ “ ´t1 ´ t2 ` 12 log k. Assembling the pieces,
we arrive at the following expression for the r.h.s of the Ricci flow equation (3.22):
Rφiφj ` 1
4
pH2qφiφj ` 2∇φi∇φjΦ “
nÿ
p“1
ˆ
1
8
B
Btp
ˆ
χp
Bχi
Btp
˙
` 1
4
χp
Bχi
Btp
˙
δij ´ 1
8
Bχi
Btj
Bχj
Bti . (A.11)
Using the explicit expressions (A.7), we find that
dκij
dτ
“ Rφiφj ` 1
4
pH2qφiφj ` 2∇φi∇φjΦ . (A.12)
The mixed pt, φq-components of both sides of the Ricci flow equations are identically
zero, so it remains to compute the pt, tq-components. Here we do not find any significant
simplifications, so we just outline the strategy of how this can be done. The pt, tq-
components of the Ricci tensor may be written as follows:
Rtitj “ Rpkqij ´
1
2
∇i∇j log k ´ 1
4
Tr
ˆBk´1
Bti k
Bk´1
Btj k
˙
(A.13)
where R
pkq
ij is the Ricci tensor of the two-dimensional metric kij. As for any such metric,
R
pkq
ij “ R2 kij, where R is the Ricci scalar. The latter can be computed by noticing that
the metric has additional isometry ti Ñ ti`const. Introducing the variables x “ t1´ t2
and y “ t1`t2 and shifting y to remove the cross-term, we bring the metric to diagonal
form:
kij dti dtj “ 2 dx
2
χ1 ` χ2 `
k
2
pχ1 ` χ2q dy2 , kpxq “ κ
χ1 ` χ2 ` κχ1χ2 . (A.14)
Denoting χ1`χ2 :“ cpxq, we calculate the Ricci scalar 2R “ ´c2´ k2k c´ 32 k
1
k
c1` c
2
pk1q2
k2
.
One also has a simple formula for the Christoffel symbols with all upper indices: Γp|mn “
´1
8
χn Bnχm δpm´ 18χm Bmχn δpn` 18 χp Bpχn δmn. The rest is a matter of direct calculation,
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ki
j l
li
j k
Figure 4: Diagrams contributing to
`
βklij
˘
1
. Here i, j, k, l “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1.
which shows that the Ricci flow equation (3.22) is satisfied. It would be interesting to
find a proper geometrical framework that would facilitate such calculations.
B. Computing the β-function in the inhomogeneous gauge
In this appendix we consider the renormalization of the theory (4.12) at one loop. We
wish to show that all divergences may be reabsorbed in a redefinition of the deformation
parameter s entering α,β,γ. The quartic vertices in (4.12) look exactly as in (2.9), but
with the summation restricted to 1 . . . n´ 1 and the truncated r-matrix of the form
rklij “ aijδki δlj ` γ δijδkl, i, j, k, l “ 1 . . . n´ 1 . (B.1)
One contribution to the β-function comes from exactly the same diagrams as before,
shown in Fig. 4, where in the vertices one replaces r Ñ r:
`
βklij
˘
1
“
„pn´ 1qs
p1´ sq2 ` pi´ jqaij
 ˆ
δki δ
l
j ´
1
n ´ 1δijδ
kl
˙
“ (B.2)
“ rpn´ 1qαβ` pi´ jqaijs δki δlj ´ αβ δijδkl .
An additional contribution comes from bubbles in the sextic vertex (see Fig. 5):
`
βklij
˘
2
“ αβpn` 1q δijδkl ` αβδki δlj . (B.3)
Summing the two contributions, we obtain
βklij “ rnαβ` pi´ jqaijs δki δlj ` nαβ δijδkl (B.4)
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i k
jl
„ pn´ 1qαβδijδ
kl
i
k
jl
„ αβδijδ
kl
k
i
jl
„ αβδijδ
kl
k i
jl
„ αβδki δ
l
j
Figure 5: Bubbles in the sextic vertex, contributing to
`
βklij
˘
2
.
j
l
Figure 6: A bubble in the quartic vertex, contributing to β |Vk|2 terms.
As explained in sec. 3.2, the part proportional to pi ´ jqaij can be removed by a
redefinition of coordinates, and the remaining terms give rise to the Ricci flow equation
9γ “ nαβ that is solved by s “ enτ .
As another illustration let us consider the renormalization of the term β |Vk|2 in (4.12).
The divergent graphs that contribute to the β-function of this ‘vertex’ come from
bubbles in the quartic vertex, see Fig. 6:
β
j
i “ δji β
n´1ÿ
k“1
rkjki “ δji β
˜
n´1ÿ
k“1
akj ` γ
¸
“ δji β ppn´ jq ` αnq (B.5)
The first term in brackets is again cancelled by a redefinition of variables. We showed
in sec. 3.2 that the U -variables evolve with the Ricci flow as |Uj|2 “ ej τ . However,
since we have chosen a gauge Un “ 1, we have to perform a compensating gauge
transformation, and as a result the evolution of the variables is given by |Uj |2 “ epj´nq τ .
The V -variables evolve as inverses of these, |Vj |2 “ e´pj´nq τ , and this eliminates the
unwanted term in (B.5). The remaining flow equation is 9β “ nαβ, which is again
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solved by s “ enτ . A similar analysis could be performed for other vertices in the
Lagrangian (4.12).
C. The deformed flag manifold σ-model in geometric form
We start this appendix by showing that there is a GLSM formulation of the flag man-
ifold σ-model based on n ˆ n-matrices rather than on m ˆ n matrices as in Sec. 4.2.
The quotient (4.18) suggests the following GLSM representation for a deformed flag
manifold σ-model:
L “ Tr `V DU˘ ´ Tr `V DU˘: ` Tr `prTs q´1pΦqΦ˘ (C.1)
Here U, V,Φ P EndpCnq and the covariant derivatives are defined as follows: DU “
BU ` iΦU ` i UA, DU “ BU ` i UA. As we now explain, one can simplify this
gauged theory to arrive at the GLSM formulation of (4.19) if one assumes that U is
non-degenerate, i.e. U P GLpn,Cq. Taking the variation of (C.1) w.r.t. A, we find
V U |p_ “ 0 (here we view V U P g_). In general this is a rather non-trivial condition,
however already from the requirement of vanishing of the first ns rows of the matrix
V U we find that the first ns rows of V are orthogonal to all columns of U . Since U is
non-generate, it follows that Vik “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , ns. Therefore we can safely truncate
the matrix V by erasing its first ns rows, forming a reduced matrix rV P HompCn,Cmq
with m “
s´1ř
i“1
ni. It is then easy to see that the first ns columns of the matrix U do
not enter the Lagrangian (C.1) either, so we may analogously truncate the matrix U ,
forming a new matrix rU P HompCm,Cnq. The Lagrangian then takes the form
L “ Tr
´rV D rU¯´ Tr´rVD rU¯: ` Tr `prTs q´1pΦqΦ˘ , (C.2)
where it is understood that the gauge field in the covariant derivatives has been trun-
cated accordingly. If one drops the tildes, one recognizes formula (4.19).
Our next goal is to derive the metric form of the deformed flag manifold model (C.2).
From now on we will drop the tildes over U and V but we will still assume that they are
mˆn-matrices. If necessary, one can always return from (C.2) back to (C.1) by setting
m “ n, so in a sense the m ‰ n notation is more general. Our goal in this section is to
eliminate the variables V, V , which enter the Lagrangian quadratically. The relevant
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equations to be solved are (2.12)-(2.13) with rˆ “ r. To write down the solution, we
introduce the projector ΠU “ UpUUq´1U on ImpUq (indeed ΠUpUY q “ UY ). Then
V “ 1
UU
U
«
1
1
2
1`s
1´s Id` ΠU i2 R
ff ˆ
U
1
UU
DU
˙
. (C.3)
It is easy to prove that in the denominator one can freely commute ΠU with R. The
formula is proven by noting that U rsΠU “ U
`
1
2
1`s
1´s Id ` i2 RΠU
˘
and using this com-
mutation property.
The formula (C.3) for V can be considerably simplified by using a part of the complex
gauge symmetry. We will call this procedure ‘passing to the unitary frame’, for the
following reason. We may write U “ Uˆ bˆ, where Uˆ Uˆ “ 1m and bˆ P B ⊂ Pm1,...,ms is a
lower-triangular matrix (B is the Borel subgroup). This decomposition is simply the
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of the m vectors in U . The remaining gauge group is
then H “ Upn1qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆUpnsq, which is of course the denominator of the quotient (4.15).
The solution for V clearly simplifies in the unitary gauge UU “ 1m. Using this gauge
and inserting V back into the Lagrangian, we find
L „ Tr
˜`
UDU
˘: « 1
1
2
1`s
1´s Id` UU i2 R
ff `
UDU
˘¸
(C.4)
An additional simplification occurs, if we use the formulation of the model where U
is an n ˆ n-matrix. In that case the unitary gauge implies that U is unitary, so that,
apart from UU “ 1n we have UU “ 1n, and as a result one can forget the projector
in the denominator in (C.4), arriving at the simple formula
L “ Tr
´`
UDU
˘:
r´1s
`
UDU
˘¯
, U P Upnq . (C.5)
Of course in this case the complications are absorbed in the enlarged gauge field A.
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